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Stellar
BEAUTY

VATEA
Elizabeth Johnston’s skincare and haircare 

line, Vatea, is making waves. She tells us how her 
business is creating a difference in Fiji and the South 
Pacific.

As told to MArinA KAy

What inspired you to start a skincare line?  
 i grew up in a family of skin care specialists 

as my father co-founded Dermaveen.  i took for 
granted the advantage this gave me as a child, 
because even though i had normal skin, it was 
natural for me to always choose products for 
sensitive skin.  i believe i owe the quality of my skin 
to this, which definitely inspired me to develop Vatea 
(vatea.com.au). Additionally, it was when my friends 
and i began having children that i discovered 
organic skin care and quickly realised its benefits 
to both my children’s and my own skin. My friends, 
whose children were suffering from various skin 
irritations and dry skin conditions, continued to 
use sulphate-based soaps and bubble baths. This 
made me realise how few mothers were aware of 
how harsh these products were on children’s’ skin 
and the damage they caused when not thoroughly 
rinsed from the skin after use. 

 i also have a background in Art, so when it came 
to ‘fixing’ this problem for my friends, i wanted to 
create a range of evidence-based skincare that 
was proven by science and nature to be suitable 
for sensitive skin, at an affordable price point and 
with beautiful packaging.  That is, a range the whole 
family could use and benefit from.

 
Tell us about the importance of using organic and 
natural ingredients on the hair and skin.  

The terms “organic” and “natural” essentially 
mean using products as close in form to nature 
as possible, therefore with minimum additives and 
synthetic chemicals. Unfortunately, these terms are 
loosely used by companies pertaining to adhere 
to these values without making much effort in 
their formulations as it is costly. it’s safer to look 
for either organic certifications or toxic-free and 
Google them to ensure they’re valid. Our baby 
range is Australian certified organic, the largest 
certifying body in Australia, and our family range 
is certified toxic free by Safe Cosmetics Australia, 
the go-to ingredients reference for naturopaths in 
Australia. 
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What oils are you sourcing from Fiji and the South 
Pacific?  

Currently we’re buying virgin coconut oil from 
rotuma and are hoping to confirm dilo oil from 
there too. Located approximately 465 kilometres 
north of Fiji, rotuma is an amazing  volcanic 
island that’s hoping to be the first island ever to 
be certified organic.  This is an enormous task for 
which they’re looking to the Government and 
other international agencies for support, but it 
will be a world first! i’m buying certified organic 
soaps from Women in Business and Development 
(WiBDi) of Western Samoa, and am looking for a 
moringa oil supplier. 

 
Can you describe how these natural and organic 
ingredients were used in tribal rituals?  

in Australia, we’re all very aware of the 
benefits of coconut oil, although i was amazed 
by dilo oil.  So few people are aware of this 
amazing oil and how beautiful it is on the skin.  
From research, i was further intrigued by the 
value this oil took in Polynesian folklore.  in an 
article published by Dweck and Meadows in 
the international Journal of Cosmetic Science 
in 2002, it describes dilo (tamanu) trees being 
planted into the royal marae (sacred areas).  
According to ancient beliefs, the Gods would hide 
in the dilo trees and watch sacrifices without 
being seen.  idols were also carved out of the 
tamanu wood as the trees were and still are 
considered a relic of the past.  

 
What new products are you currently formulating?

i’ve recently launched a Lip Balm, VATÉA Love 
Lips Balm, an Adult Beautiful Moisturiser and 
Beautiful Hand Cream

  Where are your products made?
Our manufacturers are based just outside 

Brisbane in Beenleigh.  They are certified with the 
Therapeutic Goods Association Australia, Good 
Manufacturing Practices Australia and Australian 
Certified Organic.  i think from experience it’s 
very important to start with good manufacturers 
to guarantee the quality and consistency of the 
products. 

  
How is Vatea making a difference in Fijian and 
South Pacific communities?

i’m hoping communities in Fiji and the South 
Pacific will realise how abundant their islands 
are with natural produce for both food and 
cosmetics.  Along with the Governors of Fiji, 
we hope this will instill a pride in younger 
generations, incentivising them to develop these 
industries in order to bring wealth to the region 
to support future generations, education and 
healthcare. 

 
Where is your favourite place to stay in Fiji? 

My family and i love visiting Fiji for a holiday 
and have stayed at The radisson, Denarau. On 
our wish list is Jean-Michel Cousteau resort. 
When i’m visiting for work, i’ve stayed at the 
Holiday inn at Suva and The novotel at nadi, 
which are both suitable for a business trip.  
An exciting trip coming up is to rotuma.  i’ll be 
visiting the local coconut and dilo plantations and 
discussing future business.  it’s something i’ve 
been trying to do for over a year, although with 
one flight in and out a week, this trip has taken 
some planning!

 

Can you recommend a good restaurant in Fiji?  
i really enjoy visiting the restaurants at Port 

Denarau as it’s buzzy with all the boats coming 
in and out. There is a huge selection of cuisine 
which you don’t have in a resort: we were 
introduced to indigo restaurant at Port Denarau 
by a local family, the Punjas and it was excellent! 


